
Brown Back Plate Varieties for 

The National Bank of 

Commerce 
in New York 

OVERVIEW – PLATE VARIETIES 

A particularly rich trove of Series of 1882 brown back face plates was made for The National Bank 

of Commerce in New York, New York (733), owing to its huge circulation. The 20-year period between 

1885 and 1904, during which the bank issued Series of 1882 notes, spanned a very fertile period of 

innovations in plate layouts. Consequently, the face plates for the bank incorporated three different title 

block layouts and several arrangements of other features. 

As we examine the plates for The National Bank of Commerce, we will focus solely on the 

engraving varieties, not overprinted charter number, regional letter, serial number or bank signature 

varieties that also abound. The result will serve to illustrate the richness that can be found in a single series 

issued by one bank where several plates were required. This case history illustrates that layout innovations 

generally were applied to new plates as soon as they were adopted at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 

J. P. Morgan’s National Bank of Commerce in New York was one of the largest note issuing banks 

in the country. Among its milestones, it was the only bank in the country to utilize the Original Series and 

Series of 1875 500-500-500-500 and 1000-1000-1000-1000 plate combinations. On September 9, 1913, it 

became the first bank to reach bank serial 1,000,000 on a sheet combination when the one millionth 5-5-5-

5 Series of 1902 date back was numbered. 

The Series of 1882 brown back issues for the bank were impressive as well. They involved 679,000 

5-5-5-5 sheets, 396,600 10-10-10-20s, and 12,133 50-100s totaling $35,229,950. This required numerous 

replacement plates that were rife with varieties as summarized on Table 1. 

$5 TITLE LAYOUTS 

Three different title blocks were used on the 5-5-5-5 combination. In addition, the first comes with 

two placements for the Bureau of Engraving and Printing imprint, yielding a total of four $5 varieties. 

The A-B-C-D plate completed in January 1885, has the early stacked Treasury signature 

arrangement used from 1882 through January 1887. It also sports the early placement of the Bureau imprint 

in small letters just inside the upper right border. 

The A-B-C-D plate wore out in May 1893, and was replaced by E-F-G-H, that also utilized stacked 

signatures. However, the Bureau imprint was relocated to the center of the lower border, thus creating a 

second variety. 

When E-F-G-H wore out in 1896, Bureau personnel seized the opportunity to replace it with an in-

line signature variety with what they considered to be a more artistic title block. Thus, the I-J-K-L had a 

totally new look. Two minor changes also were made: (1) hollow charter numbers replaced the smaller 

solid numbers used previously within the borders, and (2) the plate letters were moved to the out-out 

position. The plate date, the date of extension, and Treasury signatures again were left unchanged as was 

customary for replacement plates. 

The next four plates were the same. Table 1 reveals that M-N-O-P was certified a year after Q-R-

S-T. The explanation is unknown; it could represent a mistake in assigning the letters, or a delay in 

completing the plate. 

A third, even more modern, title block was employed when the 7th plate, AA-BB-CC-DD, was 

prepared in July 1902. This title block also was used on the 5th 10-10-10-20 plate made at the same time. 

Consequently, the last six 5-5-5-5 and last three 10-10-10-20 faces had uniform title blocks. The layout has 

a sterile turn-of-the-century look. 
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Table 1. Series of 1882 brown back face plate varieties made for
The National Bank of Commerce in New York, NY (733).
Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printing (various dates-a,c).

Plate Letters Certification Date Date Canceled

5-5-5-5
1st title layout, stacked signatures, BEP imprint inside upper right border, plate
letters inward, ornate solid charter numbers in lined field

A-B-C-D Jan  8, 1885 Nov 19, 1894
1st title layout, stacked signatures, BEP logo in lower border, plate letters inward,
ornate solid charter numbers in lined field

E-F-G-H May 25, 1893 Jan 25, 1897
2nd title layout, in-line signatures, BEP logo in lower border, plate letters outward,
hollow charter numbers in solid field

I-J-K-L Aug 26, 1896 Nov  9, 1901
M-N-O-P Jan 22, 1900 Feb 26, 1901a

Q-R-S-T Jan 24, 1899 May 27, 1901
U-V-W-X May 27, 1901 Aug  4, 1902

3rd title layout (same as 2nd 10-10-10-20 layout), in-line signatures, BEP logo in
lower border, plate letters outward, hollow charter numbers in solid field

AA-BB-CC-DD Jul 31, 1902 Jun 29, 1903
EE-FF-GG-HH Aug  5, 1902 Sep 17, 1903
II-JJ-KK-LL Jun 27, 1903 Jun 25, 1904
MM-NN-OO-PP Jul  8, 1903 Apr 12, 1905a

QQ-RR-SS-TT Sep 16, 1903 Apr 12, 1905a

UU-VV-WW-XX Jun 24, 1904 Apr 12, 1905a

10-10-10-20
1st title layout, BEP imprint inside upper border, 10-TEN-10-733-TEN-10 in upper
right border on $10s, ornate solid charter numbers in lined field

A-B-C-A Jan  9, 1885 Nov 19, 1894
1st title layout, BEP imprint inside upper border, 10-TEN-733-10-TEN-10 in upper
right border on $10s, ornate solid charter numbers in lined field

D-E-F-B Aug 12, 1893 Mar 29, 1901
Same as A-B-C-A plate

G-H-I-C Apr  3, 1900 Mar 29, 1901
1st title layout, BEP logo in lower border, ornate solid charter numbers in lined
field, hidden stars

J-K-L-D Mar 27, 1901 Aug  4, 1902
2nd title layout (same as 3rd 5-5-5-5 layout), redesigned will pay clause, BEP logo
in lower border, hollow charter numbers in solid field, hidden stars

M-N-O-E Jul 31, 1902 Apr 12, 1905a

P-Q-R-F Aug  5, 1902 Apr 12, 1905a

S-T-U-G Jun  4, 1904 Apr 12, 1905a

50-100
Title layout similar to 10-10-10-20 A-B-C-A plate, BEP imprint inside upper border,
ornate solid charter numbers in lined field

A-A Jan  9, 1885 Apr 12, 1905a

a. The date of cancellation was omitted from the ledger; date shown is when the plate
was destroyed. The corporate life of the bank was extended on January 14, 1905, hence
the plates destroyed on April 12, 1905, were rendered obsolete.
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Figure 1. First $5 title block, Bureau imprint in the upper right corner. 

Figure 2. First $5 title block, Bureau imprint in lower border. 

Figure 3. Second $5 title block. Also notice the redesigned hollow charter numbers in the 

border. 
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$10 AND $20 VARIETIES 

Two different title blocks were used on the 10-10-10-20 combination, yielding two major varieties. 

Minor varieties included relocation of the Bureau imprint, and two arrangements for the counters in the top 

left border of the early $10s. Significant, but subtly indicated on the notes, the last four plates were made 

from the new $10 and $20 dies placed in service in April 1900, so these carry hidden stars. The first plate 

with a hidden star was the last with the first title layout. 

An infrequently used arrangement for the counters inside the top left border on the $10 Series of 

1882 resulted from a die that was in use between September 1885 and mid-August 1893. The border reads: 

10-TEN-charter number-10-TEN-10, 

whereas the more common variety is: 

10-TEN-10-charter number-TEN-10. 

The D-E-F-B plate certified August 12, 1893, carries the scarce variety, being one of the last of its 

type made. All the rest have the common arrangement. 

The last replacement plate with the first title layout, J-K-L-D, was made in March 1901, from a 

new set of Series of 1882 $10 and $20 full face master dies that went into production in April, 1900. Plates 

made from the new dies are distinguished by the hidden stars in the borders. The Bureau imprint appeared 

in the lower border on these, so this variety also was added to the repertoire of National Bank of Commerce 

10-10-10-20 plates at the same time. 

One noticeable difference on the new $20 die is a detail in the Battle of Lexington. The number 75, 

part of a date, appears above the foot of the prostrate man in the lower left corner on the starred plates, 

whereas it is missing on the earlier plates. 

M-N-O-E was certified July 31, 1902, with the same modernized title block as used on the 7th 5-

5-5-5. Hollow charter numbers replaced the solid numbers in the borders, also making them consistent with 

the $5s. The new layout also sported the redesigned “will pay” line that began to be used on plates for new 

banks in 1895. 

50-100 PLATE 

Only one 50-100 plate was made for the bank, a plate certified January 9, 1885. The title block on 

the plate is typical of designs produced by the American Bank Note Company for the Original Series $50s 

and $100s, and used on early Series of 1882 plates made from American Bank Note Company rolls. The 

plate was never modified, as was done for many other banks, by removing the American Bank Note 

Company imprint, or moving the Bureau imprint. 

Figure 4. Third $5 title block. 

border. 
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Figure 5. First $10 title block, upper left border counters arranged as: 10-TEN-10-charter 

number-TEN-10. The 3rd 10-10-10-20 plate is identical. 

Figure 6. First $10 title block, upper left border counters arranged in the scarcer format: 10-

TEN-charter number-10-TEN-10. 

Figure 7. First $10 title block, Bureau imprint in the bottom border, and hidden stars. This 

plate was made from the new full face $10 master die that went into service in April 1900. 
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Figure 8. Second $10 title block. Notice the redesigned will pay line. Also notice the hollow 

charter numbers in the border. 

Figure 10. Only title block used on the $50 and $100 denominations. The plate was never 

modified by removing the American Bank Note Company imprint or moving the Bureau 

imprint. 

Figure 9. The J-K-L-D plate was made in 1901 

from the new full face $20 master die that went 

into production in April 1900, so the subjects 

carry hidden stars, and the $20 has the 

modified Battle of Lexington vignette with the 

prominent 75 in the lower left corner. 
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DISCUSSION 

Large banks offer innumerable opportunities for variety collecting because the huge emissions from 

them required numerous replacement plates. Major and minor changes on successive plates reflect evolving 

design refinements. 

Three different title blocks were used on the $5 Series of 1882 brown back face plates for The 

National Bank of Commerce in New York (733). The first comes with two placements of the Bureau 

imprint. Two title blocks were used on the 10-10-10-20 brown back faces. The first is accompanied by 

variations in border counters and imprints, and eventually the use of hidden stars. 

If you desire a challenge, select a large metropolitan bank and concentrate on one series issued by 

it. Starting with plate varieties, add in other features that interest you such as charter number placements, 

use or non-use of regional letters, use or non-use of Treasury serials, engraved bank signatures, different 

bank signatures, or various types of backs, even including different state seals made for some states for the 

brown backs. You will have a lifetime pursuit. 
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